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Re: The Management of Public Lands and It's Relevance to the Beekeeping Industry
The Beekeeping Industry is vital to Australia's agricultural and horticultural industries through the
pollination of many crops. Beekeepers must have access to floral areas to strengthen hives and in
some cases as a location to escape insecticidal poisoning and in particular in period of locust plagues.
Slowly the industry is being strangled as state forests get converted to national parks and some
L.H.P.A.'s restrict bees on travelling stock routes.
In a world where many countries are able to recognise the value of honeybee it seems that Australian
governments do not have the same attitude. Many countries provide subsidies to beekeepers and
some countries such as U.S. place a heavy import duty on cheap foreign honey. It is the duty of this
committee as part of this inquiry to see how the better management of public lands can assist NSW
beekeepers. Already that new Victorian govt is giving bee sites on public lands back to the beekeeping
industry.
For over 50 years the Forestry Commission has allocated 1.5km grids to individual beekeepers and
subject to suitable roads through that grid has allowed beekeepers to place multiple loads of hives
within that grid.
Come the National Parks and beekeepers are being restricted to only one load/grid.This has resulted
in many loads of bees without home. Take our company as an example. For years we held 21 grid
sites in Goonoo State Forest and on these sites we placed our 50 loads of bees. Since the takeover by
National Parks I am limited to 21 loads and have nowhere to place the other 29 loads. This shortage
of bee sites has created fights between beekeepers as people try to find sites for the extra loads.
Recently many thousands of hives were poisoned with Permethrin on the South Coast and this will
have been caused by a beekeeper who was unable to get sites for his hives.This winter Spotted gum
has flowered on the South Coast and many beekeepers have taken hives to the area to prepare their
hives for pollination of Almonds at Hillston and Robinvale. Admittedly a small number of beekeeper
hold an excessive number of sites, forced to do so by the restriction on hive numbers allowed to be
placed on National park areas which were previously State Forest. It was this small number of
beekeepers whose hives were poisoned by some person who could not book any area for his own
hives.
Rarely does a beekeeping operation sell walk in - walk out. Generally a person starts witha small
number of hives as a sideline and gradually builds up numbers until he has sufficient hive to allow him
to go full time commercial beekeeping. In the interim he has to accumulate a portfolio of sites on
public and private land. This is proving difficult and is restricting growth of these smaller beekeepers.
It is paramount that this inquiry make decisions that will allow for the sustainable use of
public land by beekeepers.
Obviously the industry would like to see those National Parks with minor environmental value to be
returned to State Forests for beekeeping, timber harvesting, firewood and other compatible uses.
In the event that the inquiry does not reach this conclusion then we suggest that allocation of beesites
be according to the grid system which has worked well for over 50 years and still operates in state
forests. Beekeepers should be allowed to stock each grid according to their own judgement.

To do nothing will result in further cases of damage to beehives by persons who are not about to
operate and grow their beekeeping business.
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